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Judgement Day Itinerary

9.30am
ISME Judges arrive at 9.30 for registration and competition briefing. 

Tea/Coffee available.

10.30am - 11.00am
Apprentices and trainers with exhibits arrive and register. 

Tea/Coffee and light refreshments available. 

11.30am
Apprentices and trainers are given a welcome message from ISME 
President and Venue Staff. 

11.30am Judging Commences with only authorised ISME members in display area. 

12.15pm Buffet Lunch to be served.

1.30pm Morgan Motors factory tour for Competitors & Trainers.

2.30pm
ISME President and ISME Events Officer to meet & greet additional Guests. 

Tea & coffee available. 

3.15pm

Presentation commences in a room with Theatre seating arrangement.

ISME President welcomes guests and thanks sponsors.

Response from Morgan Motors Director.

Present certificates and Prizes.

Closed by ISME Events officer.

Photo’s.

Estimated finish time 4.00pm

First of all we want to thank the Morgan Motor Company for allowing 
the ISME 2019 Competition to return. 

The Morgan Motor Company Ltd was established in 1909  
by H.F.S. Morgan with the design of the Morgan three-wheeler.

ISME Forward

About the  
Morgan Motor Company

The Institute of Sheet Metal Engineering is 
a learned body with individual membership 
open to those employed in the sheet metal 
and associated industries. 

It was formed over 60 years ago to promote 
the science of working and using sheet metal and 
to provide opportunities for people to exchange 
ideas and information. We also encourage the 
development of members by providing networking 
opportunities and creating an institute that people 
in the industry aspire to join. The encouragement 

of the development of sheet metal working skills 
in young people through the annual Sheet Metal 
Skills Competition is very important to the Institute. 
The Institute has a student grade membership of 

£20/year for which you will receive copies of the 
ISME Journal, Oracle which keeps members up 
to date with the latest developments and events 
in the Sheet Metal Industry. Students Joining on 
the day of the skills competition get the first years 
membership free. For details of membership 
please go to; www.isme.org.uk

A four-wheeled model began production in 
1936, and Morgan cars have long become 
famous the world over for their unique blend 
of charisma, quality materials, craftsmanship 
and performance. 
The ethos at Morgan remains unchanged: 

all their cars are coach built and subjected to 
continual development in order to meet current 
standards of safety and to offer the responsive 
thoroughbred performance with which their name 
is associated. 
The development of our model-range has taken 

the marque into the 21st Century, and today 
Morgan builds in excess of 1300 cars per year. 
The Aero 8, a major achievement for a small 

Company, was launched in 2000, and continual 
evolution of the Aero Range has seen the 8 
joined by the dramatic Aero SuperSports and 
its fixed-head sibling, the Aero Coupé. In 2011 we 
re- ‐ launched the Morgan 3 Wheeler, a modern 
interpretation of H.F.S. 

Morgan’s classic design. Their ‘Classic’ range 
continues to be our flagship vehicle - with models 
including the 4/4, the world’s longest- ‐running 

production vehicle, and engine sizes ranging from 
1600cc to 4800cc, these famous icons are the 
models perhaps most associated with Morgan. 

Morgan as a brand is best expressed through 
our 5 key messages:

●●  The last remaining FAMILY OWNED, 
independent, innovative British motor 
manufacturer.

●●  Each car, and the way in which it is built, is 
very ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY.

●●  The latest CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY is 
utilised in both design process and product.

●●  The highest standards of CRAFTSMANSHIP.

●●  We are DRIVEN AT HEART.

ISME Forward 
First of all we want to thank the Morgan Motor Company for allowing the ISME 
2015 Competition to return. 

About the  
Morgan Motor Company 
The Morgan Motor Company Ltd was established in 1909 by H.F.S. Morgan 
with the design of the Morgan three- wheeler.

The Institute of Sheet Metal Engineering is a 
learned body with individual membership open to 
those employed in the sheet metal and associated 
industries. It was formed over 60 years ago to promote 
the science of working and using sheet metal and to 
provide opportunities for people to exchange ideas 
and information. We also encourage the development 
of members by providing networking opportunities 
and creating an institute that people in the industry 
aspire to join. The encouragement of the development 
of sheet metal working skills in young people through 

the annual Sheet Metal Skills Competition is very 
important to the Institute. 

The Institute has a student grade membership 
of £20/year for which you will receive copies of the 
ISME Journal, Oracle which keeps members up to 
date with the latest developments and events in the 
Sheet Metal Industry. Students Joining on the day of 
the skills competition get the first years membership 
free. For details of membership please go to; www.
isme.btck.co.uk

A four-wheeled model began production in 1936, and 
Morgan cars have long become famous the world over 
for their unique blend of charisma, quality materials, 
craftsmanship and performance. 

The ethos at Morgan remains unchanged: all 
their cars are coach built and subjected to continual 
development in order to meet current standards of 
safety and to offer the responsive thoroughbred 
performance with which their name is associated. 
The development of our model-range has taken the 
marque into the 21st Century, and today Morgan builds 
in excess of 1300 cars per year. The Aero 8, a major 
achievement for a small Company, was launched in 
2000, and continual evolution of the Aero Range has 
seen the 8 joined by the dramatic Aero SuperSports 
and its fixed-head sibling, the Aero Coupé. In 2011 
we re- ‐ launched the Morgan 3 Wheeler, a modern 
interpretation of H.F.S. Morgan’s classic design. Their 
‘Classic’ range continues to be our flagship vehicle - 
with models including the 4/4, the world’s longest- ‐
running production vehicle, and engine sizes ranging 
from 1600cc to 4800cc, these famous icons are the 

models perhaps most associated with Morgan. 

Morgan as a brand is best expressed through 
our 5 key messages: 
●  The last remaining FAMILY OWNED,

independent, innovative British motor
manufacturer.

●  Each car, and the way in which it is built, is
very ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY.

●  The latest CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY is
utilised in both design process and product.

●  The highest standards of CRAFTSMANSHIP.
● We are DRIVEN AT HEART.
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Category 1 Test Piece 

Wall Vent 
- Year 1 Apprentices & Trainee’s
● Test Piece make Winner Receives Cash Prize
●  Test Piece written Document Winner Receives Cash Prize

Category 2 Test Piece 

Ducting 
- Year 2/3/4 Apprentices & Trainee’s
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Category 1 Test Piece 

Wall Vent 
- Year 1 Apprentices & Trainee’s
●● Test Piece make Winner Receives Cash Prize

●● Test Piece written Document Winner Receives Cash Prize

Category 2 Test Piece 

Ducting 
- Year 2/3/4 Apprentices & Trainee’s
●● Test Piece make Winner Receives Cash Prize

●● Test Piece written Document Winner Receives Cash Prize

●● This component can be made to the 2D dimensioned drawing.

The Sheet Metal Skills Competition provides great opportunity for 
young apprentices & trainee’s to measure their skills against others in 
the sheet metal and pressed metal industry. To be the overall Winner 
of the ISME Trophy you must enter one of the test pieces and also 
provide an open class exhibit. 

The ISME  
Competition Detail

●●  All the drawings are on our website at isme.org.uk along with marking and 
assessment forms.

●●  The entry should include a written account (Plan) on how and why the various 
techniques were chosen and applied.

●●  The types of machines and tools used with H&S consideration must clearly be 
stated and if you wish include photo’s.

●●  Every entry should included a self hand written 200 words about yourself.

●●  We expect the competitor to self validate Test Piece dimensions and record on 
the Mark & Assessment Form being part of the Written Account.

●●  The Test Pieces will be judged as per the Marking & Assessment Form.  
The Open Class work piece will be judged as per the Marking & Assessment 
Form.

Please Note:

●● The item entered should reflect the training level of the Competitor.

●● Their trainer must confirm the competitors level on the entry form.

●● The age of the competitor must stated on the entry form.

●●  All entries should be clearly labelled with competitors name and DOB preferred on 
inside of item.

●● ALL COMPETITORS WILL RECEIVE FREE OF CHARGE 1 YEAR ISME MEMBERSHIP

To enter the competition, please complete the Entry Form. 
Please complete an entry form for each competitor. 

Please photocopy the completed form and return to ISME by post or scan and email details on form. 
Any queries please call 07774 260126



Entrant’s Name:

Home Address:

Date of Birth: Age at 1st January 2018

Email:

Categories entered (Tick boxes please)

Please Note for the opportunity

of winning the ISME Trophy,

you must enter 1 of the 3

Test Pieces and the Open Class Competition

Category 1 Wall Vent year 1 trainees only

Category 2 Ducting year 2, 3 & 4 trainees

Category 3 Clasp year 2, 3 & 4 trainees

Category 4 Open Class

I confirm the trainee in currently year level Signed  Training Manager

Training Establishment / Employer

Contact Name at 

Training Establishment / Employer

Address:

Telephone: Fax:

e-mail:

Please return this entry form ASAP to: Institute of Sheet Metal Engineering at the address above

There is a weblink to a pdf of this document, go to www.isme.btck.co.uk

Sheet Metal Skills Competition
Competition Judging to be held at

on

Thursday 14th June 2018

ENTRY FORM

Please complete and return one form for each entrant. Format for the day will be confirmed nearer the time.

Institute of Sheet Metal Engineering
ISME Events

14 Swynnerton Drive
Essington

Wolverhampton
WV11 2TB

Phone; 07774 260126
Email; adriannicklin@btinternet.com
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ISME Forward 
First of all we want to thank the Morgan Motor Company for allowing the ISME 
2015 Competition to return. 

About the  
Morgan Motor Company 
The Morgan Motor Company Ltd was established in 1909 by H.F.S. Morgan 
with the design of the Morgan three- wheeler.
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learned body with individual membership open to 
those employed in the sheet metal and associated 
industries. It was formed over 60 years ago to promote 
the science of working and using sheet metal and to 
provide opportunities for people to exchange ideas 
and information. We also encourage the development 
of members by providing networking opportunities 
and creating an institute that people in the industry 
aspire to join. The encouragement of the development 
of sheet metal working skills in young people through 

the annual Sheet Metal Skills Competition is very 
important to the Institute. 

The Institute has a student grade membership 
of £20/year for which you will receive copies of the 
ISME Journal, Oracle which keeps members up to 
date with the latest developments and events in the 
Sheet Metal Industry. Students Joining on the day of 
the skills competition get the first years membership 
free. For details of membership please go to; www.
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A four-wheeled model began production in 1936, and 
Morgan cars have long become famous the world over 
for their unique blend of charisma, quality materials, 
craftsmanship and performance. 

The ethos at Morgan remains unchanged: all 
their cars are coach built and subjected to continual 
development in order to meet current standards of 
safety and to offer the responsive thoroughbred 
performance with which their name is associated. 
The development of our model-range has taken the 
marque into the 21st Century, and today Morgan builds 
in excess of 1300 cars per year. The Aero 8, a major 
achievement for a small Company, was launched in 
2000, and continual evolution of the Aero Range has 
seen the 8 joined by the dramatic Aero SuperSports 
and its fixed-head sibling, the Aero Coupé. In 2011 
we re- ‐ launched the Morgan 3 Wheeler, a modern 
interpretation of H.F.S. Morgan’s classic design. Their 
‘Classic’ range continues to be our flagship vehicle - 
with models including the 4/4, the world’s longest- ‐
running production vehicle, and engine sizes ranging 
from 1600cc to 4800cc, these famous icons are the 

models perhaps most associated with Morgan. 

Morgan as a brand is best expressed through 
our 5 key messages: 
●  The last remaining FAMILY OWNED,

independent, innovative British motor
manufacturer.

●  Each car, and the way in which it is built, is
very ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY.

●  The latest CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY is
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●  The highest standards of CRAFTSMANSHIP.
● We are DRIVEN AT HEART.
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Thursday, 13th June 2019

Apprentice 1 Apprentice 2

Name: Name:

Home Address: Home Address:

Date of Birth: Date of Birth:
Age at 1st January 2019: Age at 1st January 2019:

Email: Email:

ENTRY FORM
Please complete and return one form for each entrant. Format for the day will be confirmed nearer the time.

If shared - please complete Apprentice 2 details.

Categories entered (Tick boxes please)

Category 1 Wall Vent year 1 trainees only

Category 2 Ducting year 2, 3 & 4 trainees

Category 3 Clasp year 2, 3 & 4 trainees

Category 4 ISME Toolbox

Open Class Category

I confirm the trainee in currently year level Signed Training Manager

Training Establishment / Employer

Contact Name at Training Establishment / Employer:

Address:

Post Code:

Telephone: 

e-mail:

Please return this entry form ASAP to: Institute of Sheet Metal Engineering at the address 
above. There is a weblink to a pdf of this document, go to isme.org.uk

Please Note:
 For the opportunity of winning the ISME 

Trophy, you must enter 1 of the 4
Test Pieces and the Open Class Competition.

Category 4:
 For years 1 & 2 this could be a Make 
Shared Project for two apprentices.

For year 3 & 4 apprentices an individual 
Make Project.

Category 3 Test Piece 

Hinged Clasp 
- Year 2/3/4 Apprentices & Trainee’s
●●  Test Piece make Winner Receives Cash 
Prize

●●  Test Piece written Document Winner 
Receives Cash Prize

Category Open Class 

Open to all apprentices  
& Trainee’s
-  Competitors to make metal 
work piece of your choice.
●●  Judged Winner Receives Cash Prize

●●  Written Document Winners Receives 
Cash Prize

Judging Criteria

●●  Written Document Winner Receives 
Cash Prize

This test piece is aimed towards Apprentices 
who are training to be toolmakers. It may be 
necessary to make simple tools to produce certain 
features on the component. Please provide photos 
evidence with your written documentation.

Example from previous Competition

For all test piece drawings please go to isme.org.uk

Category 4 - ISME Toolbox 

For year 1 & 2
-  This could be a shared project for 
two apprentices.

For year 3 & 4
- An individual make project.
●●  Age group Make Winners receive a cash 
prize.

●●  Age group Written Document Winners 
Receives Cash Prize



Stephen Livick  
ISME Trophy Winner 2018 with President Alan Shaw

Warwickshire College Apprentices  
2018

Babcock Apprentices  
2018

PAB Coventry Apprentices  
2018

Sertec Apprentices  
2018

Pictures from…
2018 Competition
Black Country Living Museum

isme.org.uk


